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JUICES, PUREES & SUPERFRUITS 2010

A healthier energy
drink
NFC juices, Juice concentrates, Purees,
Concentrated puree, IQF, Tailor-made
compounds, Verifruit® (infused fruit/pieces)...
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modern people are consciously
inserted components of the
preparation. The amount of
ingredients provides a significant
contribution to meet our daily
requirements. SW!SS Synergetic
Drink is gentle but with lasting
stimulation! Instead of creating a
merely short but strong, distinct,
powerful high that quickly fades
away again, SW!SS Synergetic
Drink refreshes body and mind
naturally with guaraná extract
that lasts several hours; a true
SW!SS power drink.
The high quality and pure
guaraná used by us breaks down
more slowly in the body than
normal caffeine.
Considering the economic
climate, is the trend for health
beverages still going strong?
The global economic situation
and its effect on consumers must
certainly not be underestimated.
However, we are convinced that
a qualitative, high value product
is consumed in such times. It
may be that the trend levels off
temporarily, but in the long term
there is great potential in this
sector.
The design of the bottle is very
unique; could you tell us how
this came about?
SW!SS consists of high value
ingredients; therefore it was
obvious that this should be

emphasised through the
chosen shape and the
design of the bottle.
Aluminium as packaging
is also in fashion. The
energy balance of
aluminium is better than
that of most of the other
packaging materials.
Another point is that
aluminium can be
practically
infinitely recycled
without losing its
quality.
What trends have
you noticed
within the energy
drinks sector
within recent
years? What are
you expecting to
see in the future?
If you look at the
sales trend of the
market leader, the
trend appears
almost unbroken.
Many new
products in the
energy drink sector
come along but
only a few have
survived and
established
themselves in the
market. In respect
to taste and design,
SW!SS is unique
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up to now, that is our
selling point.
Will the company be
launching another
flavour version of its
SW!SS Natural
Synergetic Drink?
SW!SS Synergetic
Drink will not
remain the only
product, we
will surprise
you!
What
export markets
have been
particularly
good for you?
Where do you
go from here?
SW!SS has
already found
interested
partners in
approximately
10 countries
and will be
active there
during 2012.
Alongside the
‘natural power’
attributes, our
product also
captivates
through the
‘SW!SSness’ of
its presentation.
Therefore,
alongside the

"The global economic situation and its effect on consumers must certainly not
be underestimated.
However, we are convinced
that a qualitative, high
value product is consumed
in such times."
EU, Japan, North America,
Brazil and India also rank among
our favourites. We happily note
again and again that SW!SS, as
recently as ANUGA, is
positively perceived by
representatives in international
companies in the food and
beverage sector. In the UK
SW!SS has had a presence in
Harrods since April 2011.
Finally, if you could give some
advice to a company looking to
launch a new energy drink onto
the market now, what would it
be?
Have money and be different.
No, in seriousness, in order to
have a chance in the competitive
market of energy drinks, you
need innovation, money and
patience. We decided upon a
special design, natural
ingredients and a pleasurable
delicious drinking experience.
There is still a lot of space for
new ideas.
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